


final tense moments of a match. I didn’t 

think there was a squash court at the 

service, so I never expected Alex’s 

response when I suggested it.   

“Sure, that can be organised! When would 

you like to go?” he answered with a grin 

on his face. 

I started to play squash with Rickie, a 

sport therapist. To begin with we played 

just once a week but soon built up to 

twice. It was quite intense and initially 

after the first twenty minutes, I could feel 

my clothes start to stick to my body with 

sweat and my breathing becoming heavy. 

But that didn’t stop me. The deep, 

echoing sound of the ball bouncing off the 

wall was familiar to me. Playing reminded 

me of how it used to be, of how I used to 

be.  

Afterwards, my throat would be dry, my 

body exhausted and aching. But 

something about a simple glass of cold 

water satisfied me. My body deserved 

every last drop. I sat there going back 

through the squash game in my head, 

every shot I had made, every point that 

had been won or lost. Sometimes I would 

talk it through with some of the staff on 

the ward, and they told me how well I was 

doing. I felt myself becoming more open 

with others. Not shying away from 

encounters as much. The squash court 

was near the pool, so I would often see 

guys from medium secure swimming 

lengths when I walked by. They were 

always smiling proud and joking when 

they got out, looking like they had all 

accomplished something. I could barely 

believe myself when I told Alex that I 

would like to try swimming, part of me 

regretted saying it the minute he left. I 

feared the anxiety that swimming might 

bring, but I wanted to feel that sense of 

achievement again, the satisfaction of 

learning something new.  

 

I was a quick learner when it came to 

swimming. Even though it was hard to 

trust the instructors, and I panicked the 

first few times I put my head under, 

swimming brought me happiness. I felt 

more aware of how my body moved when 

I was swimming, how my arms and legs 

worked together to propel me forward. I 

started to see a change in me after this. 

Alex noticed it too. I no longer wanted to 

stay in my room all day letting my anger 

build within me. Now I just wanted to 

breathe and find my body’s rhythm. 

Although I still became frustrated when 

plans were changed suddenly, or I 

couldn’t get my back-stroke right, I found 

myself becoming better able to cope with 

change and setbacks by staying calm. I 

made an effort to listen to staff rather 

than shouting over them. When I started 

to feel frustration in my body I would take 

deep breaths, the kind of breaths I took 

when I was in the water. Swimming 

helped me to feel safe and in control. 

Life in medium secure was different from 

then on. I lost weight and spent most days 

in the pool or sitting in the lounge 

chatting and playing board games with 

other patients. My room was for sleeping 

only. Every night I looked forward to the 

next day. Days had more of a pu0.000008
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